
If the trees could speak
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future

It would have been rooftops, not treetops…
Next year marks the 35th anniversary of the Extension Campaign’s 
success. Join us as TPA celebrates our park’s vast—but—hidden 
natural amphitheater of beauty
By Maryruth Cox (with excerpts from the Torrey Pines Association book,  
“Torrey Pines State Reserve,” Third Edition, 1991)

Fall 2008

Imagine if you can the world of Torrey Pines 
in 1890. The new California Southern R.R. 
crossed the north side of Soledad Valley and 

stopped at Weed (Del Mar Terrace) to let passen-
gers stretch their legs and view the wild scenery. 
Some of the more energetic climbed to the top of 
Red Rock, a rusty sandstone pinnacle of the Linda 
Vista formation, and the highest point around at 
403'. When they gazed at the surrounding coun-
tryside, there were no houses, no paved roads, no 
freeways, no helicopters overhead!

Seventy years later, living in Del Mar Terrace, 
we often walked northward amidst the groves 
of Torreys between Peñasquitos Lagoon and 
Del Mar Heights Road. Sometimes we climbed 
the steep cliffs to Red Rock. At the top, on Red 
Ridge, we found traces of human habitation: an 
8'-deep cistern, complete with shaped slopes of 
sandstone to funnel rain water into the pit; and 
tall eucalyptus trees planted around the remnants 
of a house foundation. What a magnificent set-
ting for a house! To the west was the endless sea; 
to the south pine-covered hills, and in the east the 
undulating backcountry, dotted with ranches here 
and there. One of the owners of this property, 
Worthington, stated in his will that ‘the land 
should never be changed.’

But forces beyond his or our control soon 
swept over the land…
Where—and what—is this sanctuary?
The Torrey Pines State Reserve Extension, locat-
ed approximately one mile north of the original 
Torrey Pines State Reserve, is an area of rugged 
ridge and canyon topography, clothed by sev-

eral magnificent groves of Torrey Pines and a 
wide variety of native shrubs. Geologically and 
ecologically, the Extension is an integral part 
of the original Reserve. However, the northern 
extension area is not just a mirror image of the 
southern portion of the Reserve: its topography 
and vegetation are very distinctive. 

The geology of the Extension features two 
major upland blocks of eroded ridges and ravines 
that frame a broad central valley of more gentle 
relief, forming a vast natural amphitheater. This 
sheltered inland habitat has provided the northern 
Torrey Pines with more favorable growing condi-
tions than the trees on the dry, sandy, southern 
cliffs that most park visitors are familiar with. 

continued on page 4
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An early 1960s view of what would become the 
Extension shows road and drainage damage. This large 
amphitheater was slated for houses



President’s Message
Just because it’s natural doesn’t mean it’s safe

As a daily hiker along our northern San 
Diego beaches, I see landslides almost 
weekly. Most are pebbles and dust 

but occasionally soccer ball-sized boulders 
will bounce across the sand. 
Infrequently and unpredict-
ably, tons of stone thunder 
to the beach.

All of these natural events 
are set in motion by waves 
that cut the sea cliffs and 
shape the platform that 
underlies the beach sand. 
Without this erosive action, 
there would be no beaches 
and no sea cliffs. (To learn 
more about these coastal 
processes, see our Winter 
2008 issue of the TPA 
Journal available at www.
torreypines.org.) Over hun-
dreds of thousands of years, 
these processes operating 
on uplifted and fractured 
sandstone formations pro-
duced the stunning golden 
curtains of the Torrey Pines 
sea cliffs. Walking along the beach below 
them is one of the great rewards of visiting the 
Reserve.

Beauty comes with a caution, however, 
when people are attracted to the beach below 
the cliffs. Tragically, on the sunny afternoon 
of 20 August, a collapse near the Beach Trail 

access stairs dropped boulders and sand onto a 
visitor who was vacationing with family mem-
bers. Their game of Frisbee below the cliffs 
turned deadly in a second.

Any of San Diego 
County’s northern sea 
cliffs can give way without 
warning. According to the 
San Diego Union-Tribune 
of 21 August, other fatali-
ties at Torrey Pines State 
Beach occurred 22 January 
1995 when two visitors 
were killed in a bluff col-
lapse. Unstable sea cliffs 
also claimed lives in July, 
2002, at Carlsbad State 
Beach, and January, 2000, 
in Encinitas.

Fortunately, a much larg-
er rock fall on 22 September 
near Flat Rock caused no 
injuries. However, the trail 
etched into the base of 
the cliff behind Flat Rock 
was closed as a precaution. 
Updates on trail closures 

can be found at www.torreypine.org .
Both tides and the amount of sand can 

influence where visitors tend to rest or play 
on the beach. High tides leave little dry beach, 
particularly when sand levels are low and the 
beach is narrow. Many people choose to risk a 
cliff fall in order to spread their beach towels 
on dry sand.

An afternoon at Torrey Pines State Beach is 
undoubtedly safer than driving the freeway to 
get here. But savvy visitors will heed the warn-
ing signs posted along the base of the cliffs. 

Be safe, maintain distance from the base 
of the seacliff, and return to enjoy the many 
beauties of our spectacular Reserve.  A

—Patricia Masters
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An afternoon at 
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State Beach is 

undoubtedly safer 
than driving the  

freeway to get here. 
But savvy visitors 

will heed the  
warning signs  

posted along the  
base of the cliffs

Printed on paper that contains 25% 
post-consumer recycled fibers with veg-
etable based inks.
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Another Century, Another Family
Restorations Begin at the Historic Fleming House

Another Century, Another Family
Restorations Begin at the Historic Fleming House

Another Century, Another Family

A light breeze, fleeting clouds to soften the July sun, and a hidden garden welcomed more than 
sixty TPA Life Members and guests to an Open House at the historic Guy and Margaret Fleming 
Residence here in the Reserve. The celebration marked the start of renovations for plumbing 

and reroofing funded by grants from the Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation, the TPA, and the Torrey 
Pines Docent Society.

Fortified by light refreshments, guests enjoyed presentations and tours by Alex Bevil, State Parks his-
torian, and Ed Vodrazka, state lifeguard, current resident, and dedicated restorer of the house. Honored 
guests included Fleming family members – granddaughter Mary Fleming Adderley, great grandchildren 
Bob Coats and Christina Lettang, and their families.

Look for guided tours of the residence during the Plein Air Art Festival on November 1st. Details at 
www.torreypines.org. 

To learn more about restoration efforts, please email TPApresident@torreypines.org. A
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Visitor Center 
Saturday, November 1, 2008 • 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Art – Walks – Food – Music – Art activities for all ages

$8.00 Reserve day use fee per vehicle, or valid annual pass

Free shuttle service from South Beach and North Beach lots to Free shuttle service from South Beach and North Beach lots to 
Visitor Center

For information call 858-792-4700

In conjunction with The Lodge at Torrey Pines Plein Air Invita-In conjunction with The Lodge at Torrey Pines Plein Air Invita-
tional and Celebrate the Craft, Nov 1 and 2. 

Call 858-777-6635 for information • www.celebratethecraft.comCall 858-777-6635 for information • www.celebratethecraft.com

A Plein Air Art Festival–Art in the Pines
Looking at Torrey Pines State Reserve through Different Eyes

Observe many of the finest landscape artists in the country as they paint the extraordinary landscape of the Torrey Pines State ReserveObserve many of the finest landscape artists in the country as they paint the extraordinary landscape of the Torrey Pines State Reserve

• Wander the Reserve 
and discover artists 
painting on site

• Guided nature 
walks at 10:00 am  
and 12 noon

• Historic architecture 
tour of the Lodge and 
Arts and Craftsman-
style Guy Fleming 
House at 11:00 am 
and 1:00 pm

• Live music

• “Looking at nature 
through different eyes” 
(special art projects)

• Sandwiches and 
drinks for sale from 
11:00 am to 1:00 pm 
– cash only

• Books, posters, note-
cards, T-shirts (cash or 
checks only). All sales 
benefit Torrey Pines 
State Reserve

Save the date! 

November 1

Unknown to most visitors, the original Torrey 
Pines Reserve caretaker’s residence was 
hand-crafted by Guy Fleming and his father 

in 1927 with financial support from Ellen Browning 
Scripps. This Pueblo Revival structure served as 
Guy’s office and the Fleming family home until 
1958. In addition to its significance in San Diego 
history, plans for most of the state parks in southern California took 
shape in Guy’s study. In 1998, California State Parks received National 
Historic Register designation for the Fleming House. To learn more, 
please see the Summer 2008 TPA Journal available from our web site.TPA Journal available from our web site.TPA Journal

PHOTOS By HERB KNUFKEN, TPA DOCENT

Above: Ed Vodrazka and daughter  
Jade; Guy Fleming descendants 
Christina Lettang with daughter, Bob 
Coats with son, and Mary Fleming 
Adderley
Bottom left: Alex Bevil (L) and guests
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A quiet place where sandy trails lead to lagoon overlooks…
continued from page 1

Only a tiny fraction of park visitors walk the 
Extension trails. Few, if any, out-of-town tourists 

venture here. yet the Extension and its noble 
groves—guarded by a maze-like series of 
razor ridges, smooth sandstone domes, and 
deep ravines—provide a contemplative 
and, in its own way, thrilling alternative 
to the heavily used southern area. 

Can you believe today that we almost 
lost it all? Believe it—for without the 
efforts of an aroused citizenry and a 
monumental fundraising effort, the 
Extension today would simply be a 
far different extension of Del Mar 
Heights’ other neighborhood streets 
and houses. Seen from the high-
points, it would be rooftops, not 
treetops.
Then the bulldozers came…
The ’60s were a time of great 
change. Condos were built next 
to Del Mar Terrace, and soon 
Interstate 5 was finished.

One day in November, 1964, Bob and 
Gloria Bates stared in dismay at the bulldozer cut-
ting a road through mature Torrey Pines in the 
hills just north of Del Mar Terrace. Evidently a 
subdivision was planned. This magical wonder-

land of sculptured sandstone and rare trees would 
turn into flat, featureless lots.

Incensed, Bob and Gloria dashed home to write 
letters of protest to park officials and environmen-
tal groups such as the Torrey Pines Association.

The T.P.A. responded immediately by form-
ing the Citizens’ Committee for the Extension of 
Torrey Pines Reserve, with members Bates, Dr. 
and Mrs. Shepard, Margaret Fleming, Eugene 
Geritz, Carl Hubbs, and Tom Whitaker. For years 
people had dreamed about annexing the thousands 
of Torrey Pines adjacent to the reserve, and now 
the threat of development had spurred action.

By March, 1965, the committee had produced 
a 14-page proposal which suggested that the 
broad valley from Carmel Valley Road north to 
Del Mar Heights Road, and Crest Canyon north 
to San Dieguito Road, be acquired by the state 
as an extension of TPSR. It would include 260 
acres with an estimated 3000 native Torrey Pines. 
The projected cost would be $1,690,000 (about 
$6000/acre).

This public interest led Hale Ashcraft, State 
Assemblyman, to introduce a bill in the Legislature. 
However, it was shot down by the State Parks 
Commission, who said, “enough Torrey Pines are 
protected already.”

Undeterred, the committee kept on writing 

Despite this trail’s superb little 
stretch of perfection, many of the 
Extension’s trails are in dire need of 
repairs. Scarlet larkspur (inset left) 
blooms each spring. Deeply eroded 
cliffs (inset right) seem to spring free 
of the chaparral like giant morel 
mushrooms

The newspaper supplement that 
helped turn the tide

PHOTOS By MARyRUTH COx
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letters, making phone calls, and traveling to 
Sacramento. The continued pressure brought 
results: in January, 1966, the State Park 
Commission reversed its decision and ear-marked 
$1.5 million in State Park Bond funds for the 
extension. Jubilation reigned until July 8, 1966, 
the last day of the legislative session, when this use 
of the funds was eliminated.
A concerned community to the rescue
The Committee decided to regroup. They added 
new members, broadened their support to include 
16 organizations, and became the Council for the 
Extension of Torrey Pines State Reserve.

The State Parks Commission put the extension 
plan in the 1967-68 capital outlay budget. But they 
trimmed Crest Canyon from the plan. Despite the 
blow, the Council pressed on with plans for a nature 
study center to be located between the extension 
and Del Mar Heights Elementary, “…designed to 
open a whole new world of outdoor education in 
San Diego County.” Margaret Fleming said, “It 
concerns me that there are children growing up 
in cities who have no idea of nature, who have 
never seen a baby animal or explored a wooded, 
uninhabited area on their own.”

The Council decided to appeal to the public 
and declared February 19-25, 1967, to be ‘Save 
the Torrey Pines’ week. They 
planned to publish a 32-page 
supplement in the local news-
paper, the Encinitas Coast-
Dispatch.

One Sunday morning 
Ranger Floyd Lemley gath-
ered children from Del Mar 
Terrace: familes Bates, Cox, 
Winchell, La Grange, and 
Marsh participated. They explored the proposed 
extension while their pictures were taken for the 
supplement (see photo above right).

Many supporters of the extension wrote articles 
for the supplement about the unique features of 
the extension: “…a rich archeological treasure” 

(Mrs. J.S. Galbraith); “…the large crossbedded 
units—10'-12' in thickness—may be larger than 
any…west of Zion…” (E. C. Allison). Eight 
full-page ads demonstrated the support of banks, 
industry, and others.

The public was aroused. Contributions to the 
campaign fund reached more than $22,000 by the 
end of 1967.

This grass-roots move-
ment stirred political inter-
est in Sacramento. In May, 
1967, Governor Reagan allo-
cated $900,000 for the exten-
sion. However, he specified 
that matching funds had to 
be raised locally. The gauntlet 
was thrown down; the real 
work began. But the turning 

point in the battle had been the newspaper supple-
ment that excited widespread interest. Many 
more skirmishes lay ahead until finally, in 1974, 
168 acres were dedicated as the Extension of the 
Torrey Pines State Reserve.  A

An Extension Timeline
1964—A large State Bond issue is approved by voters. 

Citizens living among Torrey Pines north of the lagoon launch 
a campaign to apply for Bond money to add two groves to the 
State Reserve. These are located north and south of Del Mar 
Heights Road almost joining the San Dieguito and Peñasquitos 
lagoons. These groves total about 260 acres and 3,000 trees. An 
“Extension Campaign” is established.

1965—The Torrey Pines Association, other organizations 
and schools join the “Extension Campaign.”

1966—State Park Commission recommends in principle the 
acquisition of Extension parcels. 

1967—State of California Legislature endorses the Park 
Commission’s action and allocates $900,000 in bond money to 
be expended, on a matching basis, for acquisition of lands for the 
Torrey Pines Extension.

1971—Daughters of the American Revolution Trail and 
Bench are dedicated in the Extension on November 16, 1971. 

1974—The official Extension Campaign closes with the 
addition of 168 acres and approximately 1,500 trees. Two cel-
ebrations are held: one by Torrey Pines Association on February 
14, and the official state ceremony on August 20. (Eventually San 
Diego and Del Mar establish Crest Canyon Preserve.)  A

Future issues of Torrey 
Pines Journal in 2009 will 
continue our celebration 
of the Extension’s anniver-
sary with articles detailing 
the area’s natural history, 
trails, and plans by park 
staff to survey, plan, repair 
and conserve many of the 
Extension’s features, par-
ticularly the trail system.

Photo from Encinitas Coast 
Dispatch special section 1967

“…enough  
Torrey Pines are 

protected already.”
—State Parks Commission 1966
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What do allozymes, blind snakes, post-
fire flora, the Pacific flyway, and ant 
lions have in common? Torrey Pines 

State Natural Reserve! The wide-ranging topics 
of the second annual TPA symposium brought 
experts from around California to focus on the 
Reserve’s charismatic pines and their plant and 
animal community.

As we know, the Torrey pine stands alone 
for its rarity and aus-
tere aesthetics. Now 
Professor Justin 
Whitall of Santa 
Clara University and 
his colleagues have 
put a number on the 
pine’s genetic vari-
ability: five out of 
105,499 base pairs 
in the chloroplast genome are the only variation 
between the two native populations of Torrey 
pines, here at TPSNR and on Santa Rosa Island 
off the Santa Barbara coast. This extremely low 
genetic variability underscores the vulnerability of 
the pines to pathogens and climatic stress.

But the Torrey pine is not the only threatened 
species here at the Reserve. Robert Fisher, USGS 
Western Ecological Research Center, San Diego 
Region, amazed the audience with images of crea-
tures so rare or hidden that they were surprises even 
to the Docents. The USGS began baseline inven-
tories in 1995 of reptiles, amphibians, and small 
mammals in five California counties including San 
Diego. Trapping surveys at TPSNR discovered the 
arboreal salamander—the only population on the 
San Diego coast! Other rare or endangered spe-
cies found here: Western toad (only in the lagoon 
area), Pacific tree frog (near the lagoon and the golf 

course), legless lizard (lagoon edge), and coastal 
horned lizard (Extension and south end). 

Predation by domestic cats and displacement of 
native plants by iceplant are reducing these herp 
populations. New studies show that the Reserve 

Road impacts behav-
ior of racers and 
whiptails and even 
deer, bobcats, and 
coyotes.

Fresh water pen-
etration into the 
Extension and the 
golf course area are 
encouraging inva-

sions of the Argentine ant, according to Professor 
Dave Holway of UC San Diego. These aggressive 
predators displace numerous species of native ants 
which, being typical San Diegans, are too laid back 
to resist the invaders.

The Reserve is the most diverse area for native 
ants on the entire San Diego coast – providing 
source populations for other isolated areas in our 
urbanized county. Loss of diversity here adversely 
affects many other sites so everyone’s house-
hold nuisance is the Reserve’s nightmare as well. 
Adjacent neighborhoods can reduce this Argentine 
menace by xeriscaping and controlling food sourc-
es such as pet chow and citrus honeydew insects.

On a hemispheric scale, TPSNR is a link in 
another of life’s wonderous chains: the lagoon is an 
important stopover on the Pacific flyway, used by 
arctic birds flying south and by tropical 

Argentine ants, an aggressive pest 
species introduced by human com-
merce to California, attack a native 
harvester ant. Native ants in many 
places around the world have 
disappeared in areas invaded by 
Argentine ants

Argentine ant workers cooperate to 
bring food back to the nest

Ants, Plants, Fire, and More
We gather the experts at our annual symposium
by Pat Masters and Dave Checkley

ANT PHOTOS COURTESy  
ALEx WILD/MyRMECOS.NET

Horned Lizard

Night Snake

Ring Necked Snake

“An island of  
biodiversity like Torrey Pines 

MUST be saved…”
Jon Keeley, research ecologist



birds going north. As described by Barbara Moore, 
San Diego Chapter of the Audubon Society, 
historically the migrating waterfowl were so abun-
dant, their flocks darkened the skies. Migrating 
birds still find rest and food in the lagoon, making 
the Reserve a must-see for birding enthusiasts.

No conference on southern California natural 
lands is complete without addressing the role 
of fire. Jon Keeley, a research ecologist with the 
USGS now stationed at Sequoia National Park, 
has spent his career studying ecological effects of 
wildfires and other aspects of plant biology. Jon 
caught everyone’s attention with the statistic that 
35 percent of San Diego County scrublands burn 
every decade! 

Our chaparral-chamise-scrub oak-toyon-manza-
nita-Ceanothus community has evolved to survive 
high intensity fires. These resilient plants will 
regenerate no matter how short or long the period 
is between fires because they have dormant seed 
banks and resistant root crowns. Even with 100 
years between burns, wildflowers endemic to 
each burn area will regrow. Very few ecosystems 

in the world have post-fire species such as our 
wildflowers—smoke and charred wood actually 
trigger germination!

Fires have always been here, but humans—both 
prehistorically and today—are changing the fre-
quency and intensity of wildland fires. According 
to Jon, southern California has the worst fire 
climate in the world! The more we try to sup-
press wildfires, the bigger the next fires. Half of 
California megafires occurred within the last five 
years!

Here at the Reserve, the plants and animals have 
benefited from a shorter fire season with late spring 
and early summer overcast. But by 2050, we can 
expect a 2-3 degree increase in temperature, 50 
percent increase in human population, and deeper 
droughts. As Jon sees it, “An island of biodiversity 
like Torrey Pines must be saved because it can’t be 
recreated.”  A
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WILDLIFE PHOTOS COURTESy  
C. BROWN, USGS

Juvenile skink

Night Snake

Treefrog

Free to the public and TPA mem-
bers, each symposium (held once a 
year, usually in October) explores 
another aspect of our park’s unique 
natural and human history

Left to right: Dave Checkley,  
David Holway, Jon E. Keeley, 
Barbara Moore, Robert Risher, 
Justen Whitall

Legless Lizard

Mature skink

Ornate Shrew

Arboreal 
Salamander

Pond Turtle
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The Torrey Pines Association was founded 
in 1950 to encourage public interest in, 
and support for, the preservation of the rare 
Torrey pine trees and their scenic refuge.
Since then it has played an active role in:

• achieving State Reserve/Preserve status
• assisting in the acquisition of additional 

acres of native trees
• funding educational exhibits
• publishing informational and educational 

materials
• managing memorial funds
• renovating the Fleming house for use as 

an on-site ranger’s residence
• monitoring the overall welfare of the site

We invite you to join with us in our ongo-
ing efforts to preserve and protect the rare 
Torrey pines and their scenic refuge by 
becoming a member.
Please visit our website or contact us by 
mail for more information on membership 
levels. We also encourage contributions to 
the new Torrey Pines Reserve Endowment 
Fund. Donations will help protect and 
preserve the Reserve—a lasting legacy! 
Contact TPApresident@san.rr.com.

Who we are...www.torreypines.org
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Charitable Giving and IRA Rollover News

The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act 
of 2008, the main feature of which is the 
bailout package, also extends certain por-

tions of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 that 
expired on 12/31/2007. The centerpiece of the 
legislation from a gift planning perspective is the 
IRA Rollover. 

This law provides that, in each of the years 2008 
and 2009, an owner of a traditional or Roth IRA 
may instruct the trustee to distribute directly to a 
public charity up to $100,000 without the distri-
bution being included in taxable income, and that 
distribution will count toward the IRA owner’s 
mandatory withdrawal amount.

To qualify for IRA rollover treatment, the 
donor must direct the IRA manager to transfer 
funds directly to a charity. A withdrawal followed 
by a contribution will still have to be reported as 
income. The donor must be at least age 70. 

There are also other ways to use IRA assets for 
making a gift. Naming the Torrey Pines Reserve 
Endowment Fund or the Torrey Pines Association 
as the beneficiary of your IRA is one of those ways. 
As IRA assets passing to children are heavily taxed, 
it makes sense to use IRA assets in your estate for 
charitable giving. 

If you would like to see how a Charitable IRA 
Rollover or other IRA gift can work for you, please 
email me at TPApresident@torreypines.org and 
we can discuss the particulars of how this type of 
gift might benefit you.  A

—Patricia Masters

Important Message for Life Members
Earlier this year you should have received your new lifetime parking 
passes. As of January 1, 2009, the old yellow passes will no longer be 
valid for parking in the Reserve.

Please destroy your old pass and use the new hangtag pass when 
you visit the Reserve. Any questions? Contact Membership Chair Mike 
Gonzalez, Jr. gonzojr@san.rr.com.  A




